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after its fall as an early example of the valorizing of Lincoln and the
Emancipation Proclamation. Holzer notes that “in fact, liberated
slaves had actually fallen on their knees upon Lincoln’s arrival,”
prompting Lincoln to tell them to kneel only to God (p. 152). Like
many other historians, Holzer accepts this story unquestioningly.
The sole black reporter who described the scene said nothing about
either black people kneeling or Lincoln’s imperious response. A
white reporter, just a few months after the visit, described two black
men bowing, and Lincoln returning one of those with a bow of his
own—in silence. However, Admiral David Dixon Porter’s description
of genuflecting slaves and Lincoln’s supposed admonishment is frequently relied upon. But as Masur attentively notes, Porter’s account
is less reliable because it was written twenty years later. Elsewhere,
Porter, described in the Biographical Dictionary of the Union (1995)
as “the most publicity-conscious naval officer of the war,” portrayed
African Americans in racist, child-like imagery (p. 412). His Richmond account closely mirrored racist tropes of the day but is accepted
uncritically by Holzer and others.
Nast’s image is a very small part of Holzer’s argument. However,
his analysis of it is just one example of a tendency to read sources in
ways that ignore broader contexts. His argument merits consideration
but only with a careful and perhaps somewhat skeptical eye.
Scott Hancock teaches history and Africana studies at Gettysburg
College in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. His scholarship examines African
American engagement with the law in the early republic and antebellum eras.

Doctoring Freedom: The Politics of African American Medical Care in
Slavery and Emancipation. By Gretchen Long. (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2012. Pp. 428. $37.50 cloth; $37.50 ebook)
Scholars in recent years have been exploring medicine and health
in the Civil War era from different perspectives. Books and articles
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published in 2012 have focused on topics ranging from how and why
many African Americans did not live long enough to celebrate the
jubilee of freedom to how doctors thought about illness, gender, and
race. Gretchen Long shows that much more can be said on the topic.
Doctoring Freedom is not so much about African American suffering
through war and its aftermath or the response of institutions and
professionals to the health crisis brought about by war as it is about
the struggle by African Americans for health security (their own, as
well as for families and communities). Long introduces readers to a
large cast of characters who approach the struggle in different ways
and with different results. Because of Long’s multifaceted approach
to understanding what happened, this is a must-read for historians of
the Civil War era, the history of medicine, African American history,
and the history of the South, no matter how many other books the
reader may have already tackled.
The genius of Long’s approach is her ability to employ a wide
variety of sources (i.e., medical and agricultural journals, private
journals and correspondence, oral histories of former slaves, and
military and government records) to understand the goals and experiences of diverse people who addressed the problem of securing
the health of African Americans. Black southern doctors coexist in
this story with the men and women who joined northern self-help
groups. African American soldiers make their appearance, as well as
contrabands (slaves who entered Union-held territory), white military
men, government officials, white doctors, hospital administrators,
nurses, licensing agents, slaveholders and former slaveholders, even
poets, lyricists, and musicians. The various constituencies overlapped.
For example, many African American soldiers had once been contrabands or had family members identified as such. Long demonstrates
that each social group accepted the idea that the nation needed to
address the issue of health during the war and later during the transition to freedom, but they did not all agree on what should be done.
In addition, the social, cultural, political, and economic climate put
constraints on what was possible. Still, groups with names such as
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the Colored Ladies’ Freedman’s Aid Society did what they could as
best they could, even managing at times to build hospitals when no
government agency would take responsibility.
The book demonstrates that notions of race were never far from
decisions about who received medical care, where hospitals should be
built, and who could be licensed to practice medicine. In a particularly evocative chapter (chapter five) on regulating private medical
practice, Long shows how three black doctors with very different types
of knowledge and practices (a folk healer, an apprenticed-trained
doctor, and a university-educated physician) experienced different
career trajectories that were all shaped by racist thinking on the part
of others. None gave up the struggle for autonomy, and each achieved
at least some degree of success.
Doctoring Freedom addresses health care from the time of slavery through the late nineteenth century, which allows the author to
explain the changes that occurred as slavery collapsed (and with it
the notion that slaveholders should care privately for the labor force)
through the devastation of war, reconstruction, and the emergence of
Jim Crow laws. The lengthy period allows Long to draw conclusions
about continuity as well as change. Throughout, enslaved and freed
people associated the acquisition of health care for themselves and
their families with freedom and citizenship, and they never wavered
in their quest to attain it.
Marie Jenkins Schwartz, PhD, professor of history at the University of Rhode Island, Kingston, is the author of numerous books and
articles on the history of slavery, including Birthing a Slave: Motherhood
and Medicine in the Antebellum South (2006). She is currently writing
a book about Martha Washington, Martha Jefferson, Dolley Madison,
and their slaves.
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